COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT (SCOTLAND) ACT 2015

Community
Asset Transfer
Stage 2: Asset Transfer Form
Using this form will help you to make sure you include all the required information.
You should read the asset transfer guidance provided by the Scottish Government before
making a request along with the local guidance provided on the Council’s Asset transfer
website.
The Council actively wishes to support community groups to meet the ambitions of their local
communities and can provide practical advice and support through our local ward officers. You
are strongly advised to contact the Council to discuss your proposals before making an asset
transfer request.
Further guidance is available on the Council’s asset transfer Website
When completed, this form must be sent to:
CommunityAssetTransfer@dumgal.gov.uk
Or by post to:
Community Development and Empowerment Manager
Communities Directorate
Dumfries and Galloway Council
Municipal Chambers
Buccleuch Street
Dumfries
DG1 2AD
Tel: 030 33 33 3000

0337-17

This is an asset transfer request made under Part 5 of the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015.
Section 1: Information about the Community Tansfer Body (CTB) making the request
1.1

Name of the CTB making the asset transfer request

Annan & District Day Centre

1.2

CTB address. This should be the registered address, if you have one.

Postal address: Market Hall Downies Wynd
Annan

DG126EE

Postcode:
1.3

Contact details. Please provide the name and contact address to which correspondence in relation to this
asset transfer request should be sent.

Contact name:
Postal address:

Postcode:

Telephone:

Email:
We agree that correspondence in relation to this asset transfer request may be sent by email to the email 		
address given above. (Please tick to indicate agreement)

✔

You can ask the relevant authority to stop sending correspondence by email, or change the email address, by
telling them at any time, as long as 5 working days’ notice is given.
1.4

Please tick the relevant box to confirm the type of CTB and its official number, if it has one.
Company, and its company number is

✔

Scottish Charitable Incorporated Organisation (SCIO), and its charity number is
Community Benefit Society (BenCom), and its registered number is
Unincorporated organisation (no number)

Please attach a copy of the CTB’s constitution, articles of association or registered rules.
1.5

Has the organisation been individually designated as a community transfer body by the Scottish Ministers?

Yes

No

✔

Please give the title and date of the designation order:

1.6

Does the organisation fall within a class of bodies which has been designated as community transfer bodies
by the Scottish Ministers?

Yes

✔

No

If yes what class of bodies does it fall within?
SCIO

Section 2: Information about the land and rights requested
2.1

Please identify the land to which this asset transfer request relates.
You should provide a street address or grid reference and any name by which the land or building is known.
If you have identified the land on the relevant authority’s register of land, please enter the details listed
there.
It may be helpful to provide one or more maps or drawings to show the boundaries of the land requested. If
you are requesting part of a piece of land, you must attach a map and full description of the boundaries of
the area to which your request relates. If you are requesting part of a building, please make clear what area
you require. a drawing may be helpful.

Charles Street Library DG12 5AG, Adjacent 23 Charles Street Land and building, currently registered to local authority.
East- by Charles Street - 43ft 5 inches
North East and North - by lands of Annan Town Council - 30ft 4 inches or thereby and 119ft 1 inch or thereby respectively
Northwest - by property of Scottish Gas Board - 90ft 4 inches or thereby
Southwest - by lands of Thomas Roddick and Laurie Limited - 139ft 4 inches or thereby
South - by churchyard - 74ft or thereby
East and South - by driving green and garden effeiring to 4 Church Street, Annan- 60ft or thereby and 70ft thereby respectively.
East and then South - by an access path - 36ft 6 inches and 28 ft 9 inches or thereby respectively
South east - by garden ground - 75ft 4 inches or thereby

2.2

Please provide the UPRN (Unique Property Reference Number), if known.
This should be given in the relevant authority’s register of land

UPRN:

Section 3: Type of request, payment and conditions
3.1 Please tick what type of request is being made:

✔

for ownership (under section 79(2)(a)) - go to section 3A
for lease (under section 79(2)(b)(i)) - go to section 3B
for other rights (section 79(2)(b)(ii)) - go to section 3C

3A - Request for ownership
What price are you prepared to pay for the land requested? :
Proposed price: £

1.00

Please attach a note setting out any other terms and conditions you wish to apply to the request.
3B - request for lease
What is the length of lease you are requesting?
How much rent are you prepared to pay? Please make clear whether this is per year or per month.
Proposed rent: £

per

Please attach a note setting out any other terms and conditions you wish to be included in the lease,
or to apply to the request in any other way.
3C - request for other rights
What are the rights you are requesting?
n/a

Do you propose to make any payment for these rights?
Yes

No

If yes, how much are you prepared to pay? Please make clear what period this would cover, for example per
week, per month, per day?
Proposed payment: £

per

Please attach a note setting out any other terms and conditions you wish to apply to the request.

Section 4: Community Proposal
4.1

Please set out the reasons for making the request and how the land or building will be used.
This should explain the objectives of your project, why there is a need for it, any development or changes
you plan to make to the land or building, and any activities that will take place there.

We are making the request to purchase the former library and land to develop a dedicated day center for the benefit of the growing
population of older people within the community of Annan and surrounds. The population within Annandale has increased 4% within
10 years with the older population increasing 22.1%. In 2006 the population of 75s was 13,800 with the anticipation of this increase
being almost 27,000 by 2031.
We will establish a purposed building within the community that will be able to meet the growing demands of the population. In 2009
the number of Day Centre users was 32, we now have over 170 service users. With the expected increase of older people a Day
Center plays a vital role supporting people and identifying service gaps that are needed to support older people to live healthier,
happier lives, whilst supporting them to be more independent within their own homes. Dumfries & Galloway Councils health and
community care plan states that Dumfries and Galloway over 65s is likely to grow by 63% by 3031, 39% aged 65-74 and 93% over
75. Dumfries & Galloway Health Intelligence Unit states that by 2025 the projected number of older adults, single over 75 living alone,
will be 10810. Demand for our services will therefore grow and as such we must prepare to meet that demand.
Our current premises are no longer fit for purpose and as such we have been trying to identify suitable premises for some time. When
first looking at the former library we thought the best solution would be to knock down the old building and then build on the site.
However the cost of doing this and the current state of funds that will support capital works led us to re-think. We then engaged an
architect to look at the existing library building and it became clear that we could retain the building whilst carrying out repair and
upgrades. Still an expensive project, but in the view of our professional fund raiser, achievable. Much more achievable than a
complete new build. Moving to a dedicated site also means that we can reduce costs whilst increasing income. This will make us less
grant dependent and therefore help reduce the council's grant support we currently recieve. This will of course take time but our aim
is to reduce our overall grant dependancy support by 26% after 5 operational years
Day Centres for elderly people exist around the region, Annan is one of the best attended. Daily activities from Tai Chi, Water
Exercise, Arts & Crafts and Bingo are arranged promoting active participation. Talks on interest and health and wellbeing are
arranged. The Hearing Clinic holds sessions every three months in the Centre, A yearly holiday and regular outings are arranged to
places of interest. Through care plans and group focus groups we can establish the needs of current service users, which ensures
that we can deliver the service that people require through our person centered approached. This approach has proved effective and
we have developed new services based on caring for the individuals needs. Over 60s are not the only people vulnerable to Ill health
and isolation; as health expectancy against life expectancy changes we are seeing individuals under 60 being diagnosed with
Alzheimers, having strokes or many other health issues which were once associated with older people and our services are available
to those without discrimination.
Our organisation has also identified service gaps within the community. We became aware that through the NHS, podiatrists were
restricting foot care to strictly critical cases. Within the demographics of an aging population this left many individuals in our locality
susceptible to bad foot care, which could lead to difficulties in walking, isolation and ultimately-in severe cases-hospital admittance. In
the recent development of this service, the NHS supported us with staff training and provided foot equipment to enable us to provide
this service. We currently have 79 service users that benefit from our foot care service and it is demonstrating a growing demand as
we are now available to provide home visits via this service.
Holistic help at home is also a new service we now provide supporting individuals in their own homes with cleaning, pet care and
other household chores to enable individuals to live at home for as long and as independently as possible. Through a purpose built
Center we will be able to deliver more services, soup and sandwich bar, meals on wheels and extended hours and days.
With the needs of these services it is vitally important that development of the Centre meets the demands of the community to
continue working at the early intervention level this will in return support other services and reduce pressure to already strained
resources. The Centre is a cost effective way of meeting the diversity of individuals at an early intervention level promoting holistic
health and wellbeing to empower individuals to live as well as possible, and with over 170 service users we are cost effective to
alternative sources. The Day Centre is a very cost effective service, considering the number of service users. The services we
provide and the potential demonstrated help with identifying service gaps, and we are progressing forward on these. It is also
demonstrated as cost effective against other services such as: Home Care, One person for a 30 min visit per costs £7 per Day =
£2,555 per year. Residential Care one person per week £550 =£28,600 per year.
With a 12 year successful reputation in attracting external funders and identifying the gaps in services in the community the Day
Centre has grown in strength and numbers. Currently one funder has offered their support on a capital project for the center, others
will follow as we develop the project. The location for our organisation is paramount to the delivery of our service. Charles Street
library site would offer an excellent facility. With an area which would allow potential for growth, access to parking, a garden area
service users will enjoy.

Benefits of the proposal
4.2

Please set out the benefits that you consider will arise if the request is agreed to.
This section should explain how the project will benefit your community, and others. Please refer to the
guidance on how the relevant authority will consider the benefits of a request.

A dedicated day center will support the growing needs of older people in the community and be structured to meet the changing
needs of the services users promoting their health and wellbeing. Annan has a population of over 10,000 and with the amount of
service users currently within Annan Day Centre, without our service this would place restrictions and pressures on other services in
the community - if they could even be resourced. The population within Annandale has increased 4% within 10 years with the older
population increasing 22.1%.With a high demand for this service (demonstrated through our growing membership which has
increased from 32 in 2009 to currently over 170 and continuing to grow )demonstrates the need of the service within the community.
The Day Centre is currently funded through the Integrated Joint Board and through this we work within the Integration Strategic Plan
and its continual development. We can demonstrate evidence of successfully securing the support of external funders, including for
example, winning the Peoples Project in 2016. This demonstrates the support we receive from a wide variety of funders and the
public.
Our service meets the Councils priorities through our training of staff, improving the skills of the work force, and using local business
for services and local products. All our services are adapted to meet the diversity of our users.
Established in 2009, the Day Centre has seen a growing demand in numbers and services and we have been able to meet these
demands without restrictions. However our current premises are starting to restrict how we operate as they are cold and damp and an
unfit environment for the elderly people we work with.
Our service plays a vital role in the inclusion and health and wellbeing of all service users through healthy meals, activities and
outings preventing isolation, keeping service users mentally and physically active supporting individuals to lead healthy independent
life. Through the personalisation of developed personal plans we can support the diverse needs of individuals, Through identifying
and filling service gaps we are able to take the strain from other services and organisations, and support individuals to live in their
own homes for longer.
The service will continue to grow and we will continue to support other services. Early intervention plays a vital role in the long term
health of individuals and can reduce higher levels of care being required.
Specific benefits will be.
1. A safe warm environment for service users.
2. Easy access and safer car parking.
3. Easy access for bus and other disabled transport.
4. No interuption of services which we currently suffer from as the current premises is shared with other users.
5. The ability to manage overheads better.
6. The ability to increase revenue streams to support the service.
7. The ability to offer outside activities
8. To have the ability to expand in the future if required.
9. The ability to run outdoor fund raising events.
10. The option to rent space to other groups outside the Day Centres opening hours.
11. Ability to reduce reliance on grants.
12. Ability to create a more sustainable service.
13. Ability to support people to live healthy lives reducing their need for medical attention and therefore reducing pressure on the NHS
14. Ability to help people remain independent in their own homes.
15. Private spaces where one to one support sessions can be held
Moving to the former library will serve the people of Annan by creating a facility which is safe and accessible, whilst supporting the
long-term future of the Day Centre. It makes use of a redundant building and has a capital improvement cost which is achievable in
todays funding climate. The site provides more adapability in the event of a Covid19 outbreak by allowing us to reduce numbers but
increase sessions and also allows us to manage cleaning and disinfecting in a controlled manner. The site will have low running costs
which can be managed and the site is in a central location and on one level therefore making access easy for users.

Restrictions on use of the land
4.3

If there are any restrictions on the use or development of the land, please explain how your project will
comply with these.
Restrictions might include, amongst others, environmental designations such as a Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSI), heritage designations such as listed building status, controls on contaminated land or planning
restrictions.

We are unaware of any restrictions at this time we are aware of burdens in said deed,
a) a suitable fence had to be erected and thereafter maintained.
b) the said fence had to be erected so as to prevent access in all time coming onto the access path.
We will meet and comply with these conditions and they will not affect the project.

Negative consequences
4.4

What negative consequences (if any) may occur if your request is agreed to? How would you propose to
minimise these?
You should consider any potential negative consequences for the local economy, environment, or any group
of people, and explain how you could reduce these.

The project will not have any negative consequences for the local economy. We do not compete with other service providors, indeed
we supplement their work and work in partnership with numerous agencies. We use where ever possible local suppliers and
businesses.
Our work saves the NHS and other agencies money by helping to reduce the number of people seeking to access their services. We
do this by keeping people healthy in both mind and body.
Our project in the longer-term will reduce the amount of support we need from the council and other funders, and our project is
bringing an unused building into good public use.

Capacity to deliver
4.5

Please show how your organisation will be able to manage the project and achieve your objectives.
This could include the skills and experience of members of the organisation, any track record of previous
projects, whether you intend to use professional advisers, etc.

The delivery of the Library Project will be managed by the board supported by our fund raiser and the design team. Though we have
never done a project like this before Creetown Initiative and ARPL Architects have, on many occasions and they will manage and
guide us through the process. Funding for this is being sought through SOSE who are being very supportive of the project.
Once operational our manager holds all relevant training and qualifications in Health and Social Care and the staff are highly trained
and experienced in what they do.
Also over the years we have demonstrated a very successful ability to seek and attract external funders and led the Day Centre to win
the peoples project in 2016. Our manager has developed the center bringing in a wide range of new services and increasing the
membership dramatically over the years.
The board members are all service users who are well advised on the needs of their own and other service users.They have all
carried out a high level of training through the care training consortium which is relevant to the service needs. All Staff and volunteers
are trained to a high level to meet the current and changing needs of service users.
We have received a letter of core funding this year. The funder has requested as we go forward with capital project and to return to
them for their support on this development.
The development of this project we will seek advice through professional experts from our solicitor, architect and recognised local
trades personnel to ensure the building meets all specifications and is developed to the growing needs of the future of the Day
Centre. The build work will be tendered and our QS will support this process. The build/refurbishment will be managed by our
architect and QS, whilst funding issues will be the boards responsibility supported by Creetown Initiative.

Section 5: Level and nature of support
5.1

Please provide details of the level and nature of support for the request, from your community and, if
relevant, from others.
This could include information on the proportion of your community who are involved with the request,
how you have engaged with your community beyond the members of your organisation and what their
response has been. You should also show how you have engaged with any other communities that may be
affected by your proposals.

We currently have over 182 service users who all have been involved through focus groups and questionnaires and they are aware
that this is a supported project.
The service users are all members of the community and are highly supportive of Annan Day Centre having a purpose built premises.
Our manager has been to many groups delivering presentations on our services; part of the presentation is the search for our own
premises and through the presentations this fact has been well supported and a recognised need for the community.
We have consulted with the community and the results of the consultation are in the business plan. In summary we have high levels
of support throughout the community. People realise and appreciate what we do and for some we are a lifeline. Annan could not do
without a Day Centre, but equally important is that we create a more sustainable service which plans for the long-term.
The community consultation took the form of a questionnaire that was distributed among members of the Day Centre and to people
who do not use the Centre but know of it or have used it in the past. In total 300 questionnaires were printed, and 161 questionnaires
were returned (return rate 54%). Having analysed the results, which can be seen in full in the business plan, 156 people out of the
161 (97%) supported the idea of moving to the new site with only 2 saying they did not and 3 people skipping the question. 25 people
who provide a service for the Day Centre completed the questionnaire, all of whom said that if the Centre were to move site it would
improve the service they provide.
At the same time as the consultation we commissioned a feasibility study which look at every aspect of the project. Results from the
consultation advised the feasibility study. The feasibility study proved the project was viable and once the board had agreed the
findings the feasibility study was adapted to create our business plan.
The business plan is detailed and sets out exactly what we want to achieve, how we will do it and when. It is a working document and
can be up-dated if circumstances require.

Section 6: Funding
6.1

Please outline how you propose to fund the price or rent you are prepared to pay for the land, and your
proposed use of the land.
You should show your calculations of the costs associated with the transfer of the land or building and
your future use of it, including any redevelopment, ongoing maintenance and the costs of your activities.
All proposed income and investment should be identified, including volunteering and donations. If you
intend to apply for grants or loans you should demonstrate that your proposals are eligible for the relevant
scheme, according to the guidance available for applicants.

For the purpose of the renovation work we will be seeking external funding for full costs of development through various funders. We
have a funder who has already extended an invitation of support on this project and a funding strategy is being prepared to identify
other funders. Our funding support team Creetown Initiative have a highly successful funding record including; the Theatre Royal in
Dumfries, Johnston School in Kirkcudbright, The Barholm Centre in Creetown and Breamar Castle in the Cairngorm National Park.
We receive core funding from the the Joint Integration Board, external funders; generated income from services and fundraising will
continue to develop the ongoing costs and maintenance of the Centre.
As an established organsation with a good history of attracting external funding and generating an income, we offer a good security
towards this project. All our accounts are recorded with OSCR; we will also have the saving of £7000 per year rent we currently pay
towards our present accommodation which will support the ongoing upkeep of a new building.
Our Business Plan is a result of a feasibility study which was carried out 2019 and all assumptions have been tested and are
achievable.

Signature
Two office-bearers (board members, charity trustees or committee members) of the community transfer body
must sign the form. They must provide their full names and home addresses for the purposes of prevention and
detection of fraud.
This form and supporting documents will be made available online for any interested person to read and
comment on. Personal information will be redacted before the form is made available.

We, the undersigned on behalf of the community transfer body as noted at section 1, make an asset
transfer request as specified in this form.
We declare that the information provided in this form and any accompanying documents is accurate to
the best of our knowledge.
Name
Address

Date
Position
Signature

Name
Address

Date
Position
Signature
Please see checklist of accompanying documents over the page

SUBMIT

Checklist of accompanying documents
To check that nothing is missed, please list any documents which you are submitting to accompany this form.
Section 1 - you must attach your organisation’s constitution, articles of association or registered rules
Title of document attached:
Constitution

Section 2 - any maps, drawings or description of the land requested
Documents attached:
Maps

Section 3 - note of any terms and conditions that are to apply to the request
Documents attached:

Section 4 - about your proposals, their benefits, any restrictions on the land or potential negative consequences,
and your organisation’s capacity to deliver.
Documents attached:
Business Plan

Section 5 - evidence of community support
Documents attached:

Section 6 - funding
Documents attached:
Accounts and Budgets

